TOTAL COST
OF OWNERSHIP

Don’t just buy a machine
when you can buy a solution

You’re not just choosing a
machine
you’re choosing
a container handling and logistics solution
integrated into
your operation and bottom line.

Choosing a machine to handle your containers or heavy load is about more than
just how much it costs to buy and to run - its about how it reduces the costs of
containers per year [Mackay, Australia]. Smaller
gantries make terminals viable with as few as
2,500 containers per year.

-

pavements, how much land you need to achieve a given capacity, and 3rd party

containers within your warehouse during the day.

At Isoloader, we don’t just manufacture straddle carriers and rubber tyred
people to overcome their challenges in handling containers and heavy loads by
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CONTAINER & HEAVY LOAD HANDLING SOLUTIONS

Customized equipment
for tailored solutions

MANAGING
TOTAL COST

Listen, collaborate,
optimize

Equipment that
does what you need it to do

Whether you are a small coastal or river port operator, running container trains
This 3-high Transporter straddle carrier custom2/3 the weight of the faster straddles found in a
large port. Yet it meets the needs of the operator,
it costs less to buy and to operate, and its

delivery chains - Isoloader’s mission is to get your containers or loads moving.
Our customers are our partners. There are four things we do with you:
1. Listen:
your problems and your constraints.
2. Collaborate: we work with you to develop a container or heavy load handling
3.

4. Support: we stay with you for the life of your project, to help and to maintain.

handling. We understand how to build the right machine that correctly balances
modeling - translates to customized machines that work.

we can help.
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